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Self-service	technologies	are	prevalent
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Greater levels of customer involvement in service production 

Trackers

Transactions

DIY



Customer	response	to	self-service	has	not	always	
resulted	in	lower	service	costs
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− In financial services, SST use has been associated with simultaneously 
higher use of full service channels

− In healthcare, web portal use stimulates higher call volumes for complex, 
ambiguous tasks 



Customer	anxiety	is	also	prevalent	in	services
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Education

Financial 
Services

Healthcare

Among 
others



5Source: http://money.com/money/4206537/everyone-freaked-out-about-the-stock-market-last-month/

“Market Volatility Prompts Unprecedented 
Engagement From Investors” 



When	people	are	anxious…
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We may put anxious 
members in situations where 
they need to make important 
decisions when they are least 
able and without the human 

contact they crave 



Does	expertise	matter?
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This	Study

1) We test the benefit of human contact in the context of loan 
application status tracking texts in partnership with a credit union

2) We examine the impact of customer anxiety on self-service 
decision making and how trust in the service provider is affected

3) Finally, we shed light on the different impacts that different 
types of human contact may have on self-service experiences
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Introducing	Status	Tracking	Text	Messages

Hi John, my name is ------ and I will be 
working on your loan application. A 
decision will be returned to you 
by Wednesday and I’ll text you updates 
along the way. Thank you for working 
with us!

Messaging only
n=104

Messaging with Human Contact
n=101 

Hi John, my name is ------ and I will be 
working on your loan application. A 
decision will be returned to you 
by Wednesday and I’ll text you updates 
along the way. [Feel free to contact me 
at ———— with any questions.] Thank 
you for working with us!

① Application Received

② Document  Review

Hi John, just letting you know that I’ve 
pulled your credit report and am 
reviewing your request as a part of our 
process.  If I need additional 
information, I’ll give you a call. [If you 
need anything in the meantime, you 
can reach me at 555-5555.] Thanks, 
Rachel.

Hi John, just letting you know that I’ve 
pulled your credit report and am 
reviewing your request as a part of our 
process.  If I need additional 
information, I’ll give you a call. Thanks, 
Rachel.

③ Decision

Congratulations, John! Your request has 
been approved. I will reach out to you 
to arrange a time to close. Thank you 
again for your business. Rachel

Congratulations, John! Your request has 
been approved. I will reach out to you 
to arrange a time to close. Thank you 
again for your business. Rachel [555-
5555]

Control
n=99



Effect	on	probability	of	closing	an	approved loan
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Next,	we	seek	to	understand	the	impact	of	anxiety

• Purpose to understand links between customer anxiety and service 
performance measures

• 157 participants completed 12 rounds of an investment decision-
making simulation
• 44% female; mean age = 34
• Paid bonuses for growing their portfolios from $100K starting value

• We stimulate anxiety through stock market conditions
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Review	Portfolio	Balance



Research	Investment	Options



Take	Action
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Historical Stock Market Returns – 1928-2014

Inducing	anxiety	through	stock	market	conditions
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Normal Market/Low 
Anxiety: Uniform draw 
from full distribution of 
historical stock returns

Down Market/High 
Anxiety: 50% draw from 
normal markets & 50% 
draw from down market 
returns == < -5%
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Net Change in Anxiety 

Control Treatment

**



We	observe	the	“flight	to	safety”	

12.8%

-3.1%

8.8%

1.7%

LOW ANXIETY HIGH ANXIETY

Relative Investment Performance

Avg Stock Market Return Avg Portfolio Return 16



We	ask	participants:

At multiple intervals in between rounds:

• How satisfied are you with the decision you just made?
• How confident are you that the decision you just made will 

result in a gain?

At the end of all rounds:

• How much trust do you feel towards the company that 
provided you with this tool? 17



Mapping	out	the	impact	of	customer	anxiety
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↑Anxiety ↓Choice Satisfaction ↓Trust in FirmMarket 
Downturn ** (-)***     **

(-)***

Significance levels *p<.10; **p<.05; ***p<.01 
Controls: age, income, gender, education, pre-treatment calm & anxiety, relative underperformance



Now,	we	examine	differing	effects	by	type	of	contact

• 219 participants completed 30 rounds of the investment simulation in 
university research laboratory
• 51% female; mean age = 23

• In addition to changing stock market conditions, we introduce expert 
chat and peer chat functionality
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Human	Contact	Manipulation
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(-)***

(-)***

**

(-)*

**

(-)*

Market 
Downturn Anxiety Choice 

Satisfaction

Mitigating	effects	of	human	contact	by	type	

Controls: age, income, gender, education, pre-treatment calm & anxiety, relative underperformance
Significance levels *p<.10; **p<.05; ***p<.01 

Access to experts 
has a calming 
effect… Access to peers lowers 

choice satisfaction for 
non-anxious customers…

Both types of human contact 
improve choice satisfaction 

for anxious customers



Perhaps	companies	could	achieve	these	meaningful	
impacts	at	little	to	no	cost
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Very little actual contact

Assigned
Access

Actual 
Contact

%

Peers 73 3 4%

Experts 71 11 15%

In fact, the greatest predictor of attempted chat was the extent 
to which participant felt anxiety before experiment began!



Emotion	is	a	source	of	variation	that	should	be	
considered	in	service	design
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Access to Human 

Contact 
(Experts / Peers)

Customer 
Anxiety

Choice 
Satisfaction

(+)

Trust in firm

(-)

(-)

(+)

①

②

③ The satisfaction customers feel with their own decision-making 
spills over and is a significant driver of their trust in the firm 

①

② In high-anxiety settings, just having access to a person (whether 
experts or peers) helps them feel better about their choices

① Customers are less satisfied with the decisions they make in high-
anxiety environments



Implications

• Although many companies are moving toward self-service 
technologies to reduce costs, incorporating human interaction does 
not have to be costly

• Even adding the possibility of touch in the design of self-service 
technology based encounters may improve the long term trajectory 
of service relationships
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Even in the context of technology-based self-service 
encounters, there is still a role for human contact in 

sustaining service relationships  



Thank you!

Access the working paper by visiting michelleashell.com

Michelle A. Shell
Mshell@hbs.edu

Harvard Business School
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